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SPACES HOMEOMORPHIC TO (2a)a. II
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H. H. HUNG( 1) AND S. NEGREPONTIS( 1)

ABSTRACT. Topological characterizations and properties of the spaces

(2a)a, where a is an infinite regular cardinal, are studied; the principal interest

lying in the significance that these spaces have in questions of existence of

ultrafilters (or of elements of the Stone-Cech compactification of spaces) with

special properties. The main results are (a) the characterization theorem of the

spaces (2a)a in terms of a simple set of conditions, and (b) the a-Baire cate-

gory property of (2a)a and the stability of the class of spaces homeomorphic to

(2a)a (or to (aa)a) when taking intersections of at most a. open and dense sub*

sets of (2a)a. Among the applications of these results are the following. Assum-

ing a+ = 2a, the class of spaces homeomorphic to (2(a ))a + includes the space

of uniform ultrafilters on <x with the Pa+-topology (f(a))a+, its subspaces of

good ultrafilters and/or Rudin-Keisler minimal ultrafilters. Assuming at = 2a

(or in some cases only Martin's axiom), the class of spaces homeomorphic to

(2(<a includes the following: The space (ßX\X)   + where X is anon-

compact locally compact realcompact space such that   |C(A)| s 2*" and its sub-

spaces of /^+-points of ßX\X and/or (if X is in addition a metric space with-

out isolated elements) the remote points. In particular the existence of good

and/or Rudin-Keisler minimal ultrafilters and the existence of /'-points and/or

remote points follows always from a Baire category type of argument.

1.  Preliminaries. The axiom of choice is assumed. Ordinal numbers are de-

noted by     £, 77, i. An ordinal coincides with the set of all smaller ordinals, i.e.,

£ < C is equivalent to £ e £. Nevertheless we make the notational distinction

between the first ordinal 0 and the empty set 0. A cardinal number is an initial

ordinal. Cardinals are denoted by o-, ß, y, • • •. 0, 1, ■ • •, n, k, • • • denote

natural numbers. The first infinite cardinal is <u. The least cardinal greater than

ß is denoted by ß*. The cardinality of the set of all functions from ß to a is
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2 H. H. HUNG AND S. NEGREPONTIS

denoted by et**. The generalized continuum hypothesis (G.C.H.) states that

<x+= 2a if Q) < ot.  The cardinality of a set A is denoted by \A\. A set of cardin-

ality o. and a discrete space of cardinality ct is usually identified with ct. For

a set A we let 9(A), 9a{A) denote the set of all subsets of A, all subsets of A

of cardinality less than ct, respectively. A cardinal ct is regular if it is not equal

to the (cardinal) sum of fewer than ct smaller than ct cardinals; otherwise a is

singular. For every infinite cardinal et, ct+ is a regular cardinal. A cardinal ct

satisfying the condition 2^ < ct if ß < a, is a strong limit cardinal. If a is a

regular and a strong limit cardinal then ct is called strongly inaccessible. We

set a&= 1 \ay: y < ß). It is known that a = a& if and only if a = 21& and a

is regular. If cl is an infinite regular cardinal and ß any cardinal > 2 then

(ß&}S> „ ß& (cf# §34 0f rj]). thus jf a js an infinite regular cardinal we have

= 2s'. If ct is strongly inaccessible then Cl = c&. For information on cardinal

arithmetic the reader is referred to [l], [19]>

By a space we mean a completely regular Hausdorff topological space. A

zero set in a space X is a set Z such that Z = \x € X: fix) = Q\ for some contin-

uous real-valued function / defined on X.  The weight if(X) of a space X is the

least cardinal ct such that X has a base for its topology of cardinality ct. The

local weight of an element p of X is the least cardinal a such that there is a

(filter) base for the (filter of) neighborhoods of p of cardinality a. The Souslin

number S(X) of a space X is the least cardinal <x such that there is no family of

pairwise disjoint nonempty open subsets of X of cardinality ct. A space X is

ct-compact if every open cover of X has a subcover of cardinality less than ct;

thus w-compactness coincides with compactness. A space X is a Pa-space if

the intersection of every family of less than ct open subsets of X is an open sub-

set of X; an element p of X is a Pa-point if the intersection of a family of less

than ct neighborhoods of p is a (not necessarily open) neighborhood of p. The

usual definitions of P-space, P-point (as given in [8]) coincide with the cases

of P +-space, P +-point, respectively. If Ct is an infinite singular cardinal then

a Pa-point is also a Pa+"P°int as 11 1S easy to verify. Thus it is no loss of gen-

erality to restrict attention to Pa-spaces for regular cardinals ct.

For ct > a and a space X, a family 9> of open subsets of X is an ct-subbase

(for the topology) of X if the family £ consisting of all intersections of families

of elements of iB of cardinality less than <x is a base of X. For any space X,

and an infinite regular cardinal ct, we associate two Pa-spaces, denoted Pa(X)

and X0, as follows: Pa(X) is the (possibly empty) subspace of X consisting of

all the Pa-points of X; and Xa is the space with underlying set equal to the under-

lying set of X and its topology defined by the requirement that the topology of X

is an a-subbase for the topology of Xa. It is clear that X^ = X, and that if
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a. > a then an a-subbase of Xa is the family of all zero-sets of X. It is clear

that the identity mapping X —»X is continuous, and that when restricted to

Pa(X) it is, in fact, a homeomorphism.

If {X;: i e /} is a family of topological spaces and cr. > <u, the a-product

topology on the product set II^j X. is the topology defined by the condition that

the family of all sets of the form II. 6f Gt-, where Gi is open in X; and |iz e /: Gi^Xi\\ <a,

is a base for this topology. The product set with the a-product topology is denoted

(1-,-ef ̂ ,-\a)> *n tne case °* a Power set» we write (x')(a). It is easy to see that if

a is an infinite regular cardinal and if X; is a Pa-space for i e / (in particular,

if X. is discrete for i € /), then (ü^, Xf)a = dli€f Xt)(aj. Thus, for example,

(jSa)a = (j8a)(aj» for any cardinals ß > 2 and a infinite regular.

A regular cardinal a is called weakly compact if the space (2a)a is a-com-

pact. Various other characterizations of weakly compact cardinals are known

(cf. [15], [21], [25], [27]); these are not used in this paper. A weakly compact

cardinal is strongly inaccessible.

Let A(a) denote the set 2a, ordered lexicographically. Thus, if p =

(Pf- f < a)» ?- (lg- f < a) e A(a), then p <q if p / q and, setting g(p, q) to

be the least ordinal f < a such that pg £ qg, we have p^ q^ = 0 < 1 = qqy

Also denoted by A(<x) is the space whose underlying set is 2a and whose (order)

topology is determined by the requirement that the open intervals form a base for

the topology. The space A(a) is compact in the order topology. For detailed

information on A(a) the reader is referred to [8], [26].

If fB is a family of closed nonempty subsets of a space X, we say that X is

SB-compact if whenever C C 58 and £ has the finite intersection property (i.e.,

every finite subset of C has nonempty intersection), then 0 C ^ 0. Thus X is

compact if and only if X is 3"*-compact, where      is the family of all nonempty

closed subsets of X.

An open partition C of a space X is a family of open pairwise disjoint non-

empty substes of X whose union is X. If % & are open partitions of X, we say

that 35 is a refinement of £ (denoted C *< SB) if every element of S3 is a subset

of a (necessarily unique) element of C If X is a Pa-space, if {SB^ i e /} is a

family of open partitions of X and if |/| < a, we let Ai£{ SBf be the family of all

nonempty sets of the form B., where B; e SBf. for i e /. It is clear that

^iei ®, *s an °Pen partition of X, and that (despite the misleading notation), we

have Sy ■< A.£J SB. for all / € /. We note that if / = 0 then Aie/ SB. = {X}.

A ramification system is a partially ordered set (A, -< )with a least element

(if it is nonempty) and such that the set

P(a) = \x e A: x < a and x £ a\
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is well ordered by ^ for a e A. The order of an element a £ A is the order type

of Pia), i.e., the unique ordinal isomorphic to the well-ordered set Pia). The

order of the ramification system (A, ^) is the least ordinal f» such that the

order of Pia) < £ for all a e A. In this paper we deal with ramification systems

Cf whose elements are all subsets of a given set S, and whose partial order ^ is

the reverse set inclusion, i.e., if A, 3 £ Cf then A ^ B if and only if A DB.

For an infinite regular cardinal ct the space (2a)a has a canonical base &

for its topology such that

(2a)a is 6 -compact,

& is a ramification system under reverse set inclusion,

the set &g of elements of & of order f is an open partition of (2a)a for

f < a,
= /V<£ ß j for limit ordinals f < ct, and

if E e      then E has exactly two immediate successors (in ^>£ + 1) for £ < ct.

In fact, let E(s) =f/e 2a: i|f = s\ for s e 2f and set

= lECs): s € 2f} for £< a, and

It is clear that |E^| = 2|f| for a.

The space (2a)a has been studied in [5], [10], [25], [26], [27], [29], [30].

2. We prove in this section the main theorem on the characterization of the

space (2a)a (Theorem 2.3).

2.1. Lemma. Let X and Y be spaces, let Cf and SB be subbases of X and

Y, respectively, and assume that there is a one-to-one function <j> from Cf onto

% such that

fl e = 0   if and only if    f) <£[C] = 0

for £ C Cf. Then X is homeomorphic to Y.

Proof. We note that n\<t>iA): A e C£ and p e A\ consists of a single element

of Y for p e X. Indeed, by our assumption on <f>, the intersection is not empty.

If it contains two distinct elements qQ, qv there is B e SB such that qQ e B and

qx 4 B, and hence B 4 \<f>iA): A e Cf and p e A]. It follows that </>~1iB) 4

{A: A e Cf and p e A\, hence that <£_1(B) O fl fA: A e Cf and p e A\ = 0", i.e.,

Bnf|{0(A): A eCf and p e A\ = 0,

a contradiction, since ?Q is an element of the intersection. We define f: X —* Y

by letting fip) be the unique element of C\{<f>iA): A e Cf and p e Cf} for x e X.

We verify the following statements,

(i) / is one-to-one and onto.
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There is a function g: Y —» X defined symmetrically to / and for which we

have

l/°g(?)! = n^(A):A efiandg^eAl

cn\<f>(A):A=<p—l(B), Be SB, and ? e Bj

= Hiß: B e SB and q € B\ = {?!,   i.e., / o g(q) = q,

for q € Y. It follows that / is onto, and symmetrically that / is one-to-one.

(ii) / is a homeomorphism.

It suffices to prove that $(A) = f[A] for A e Ö, since <tj and / are one-to-

one. It is clear that cf>(A) D /[A] from the definition of /. By symmetry, A D

/-H^U)], i.e., /[A] 3 0(A).
The proof of the lemma is complete.

The following notation will be used in §§2 and 3. Let C be a family of

open subsets of X such that & is a ramification system of order a under reverse

set inclusion and let (E^ denote the set of elements of C of order £ < ex. If

C £ ^ and r/ < a we set

S(C, tj) = {D eef + 7):DCC!.

In particular, S(C, l) denotes the set of immediate successors of C (in the system

£). We note that if in addition       is an open partition of X for f < <x then

S(C, 7i) is an open partition of C for C e C and 7/ < a.

2.2. Lemma. Let a be an infinite regular cardinal and let X be a P a-space

without isolated elements and such that X has an d'Subbase SB, such that

X is %-compact,

$ = \Jg<a and

is an open partition of X for £.< a.

Then there is a base C (for the topology) of X, such that

X is ^.-compact,

C is a ramification system of order a with respect to reverse set inclusion,

the set       of elements of £ of order £ is an open partition of X, and

Q-g - A £^ C £ for limit ordinals £; < a.

Hence the space (2a)a is the continuous image of X.

Proof. We set

ä , = A v<a 2 j  for f < a, and

We claim that if A = II ^ B ? e Cf^, where •£ < a and B ̂  e SB £ for £ < f,

then

(*) Iß^ß^^jÄB,-:^}.
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Indeed, if tj < £ then f\<7) B £ 3 ^£<^ B £ = A. For the converse inclusion,

let B e £ and B D A. Since B € C, we have 3=0 £    ßg ^ 0, where 7/ < a

•   and ß£ £ !B £ for £< 77. If ß£ ^ B £ for some C<rl and £ < & then since

B^, B^ € fB j and SB^ is an open partition of X, it follows that B £ OB^ = 0,

hence that a = B O a = 0, a contradiction. If now 77 > £, then A = B £ =

n$<£ ^£ 3 ^\<tj = s» hence a = B, and thus we actually have B = 0^ 3 £

as well, verifying the converse inclusion in this case; if t)<£, then the converse

inclusion clearly holds.

We now verify the following statements.

(i) £ is a base for X. Let V be a neighborhood of p e X. There is ß < a

and ordinals £(i) < o. for i < ß and B      6 $^.j, such that

PeiOßB£U)CV'

Let f = supj.^       then f < a., since ct is regular, and thus it is clear that

there is a e (E such that p e AC Cl.^B gyy

(ii) X is Q-compact. Indeed let |a^'': i e /f be a family in C with the finite

intersection property. By property (*), this family is a chain under reverse set

inclusion. Hence there are £ < a and BjeSB^for^^ and $i) < £ such that

a*'* = Oj^^.j 3 £ for i e /. Then {3 g €< £\ has the finite intersection property

and, since X is IB-compact, we have

0^nßrc   n  sr=nn B.«jru(0.
*   l<i l   S<sup.ef?(0 5   fe/S<S(0 c   'e 1

(iii) C is a ramification system of order a under reverse set inclusion. That

C is a ramification system follows directly from property (*). It is clear that the

order of (£ is at most a, and since X is a P a-space without isolated elements

and, by (i) above, C is a base of X, the order of C cannot be less than a.

(iv) The set       of elements of £ of order £ is an open partition of X. Let

p € X. The set \A £ (E: p e A \ is a well-ordered set under reverse set inclusion

since & is a ramification system, and its order type is a since X is a Pa-space

without isolated elements. Hence there is a e & such that p e A and A € £g,

proving that £g is an open cover of X. Further, if a and B are elements of C

and A f^B, but a fl B ^ 0, then they are comparable and hence they cannot have

equal orders.

(v) = for limit ordinals £ < a. IfCeC^ then there is an

order-isomorphism <f> from £ to the set of predecessors of C. Because C € C,

there are tj < a and ßt- e Sf for i < 7/ such that C = B.. By property (*)

there is tj(£) < t\ such that <f>(Q = f")t<7j(£) B,- for £ <     It is clear that

7,(0 < 7,(0 if (<('<€,

<f>{$ e <ES for £<£ and

C- ni<f^)e AC^e?
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Conversely let C e A^<^ (Eg; thus C = f^g<e C £ where Cg e (Eg for

Since the order of Cg is £, and Cg, £ Cg if £ < £' < f, the order of C is rf, i.e.,

The proof of the existence of £ with the required properties is complete. It

remains to prove that there is a continuous mapping from X onto (2a)a. Let &

be the canonical base of (2a)a. We define a mapping 0: £ —» 6 recursively, as

follows. We let 0Q: C?0 —♦ (bQ be given by 0O(X) = (2a)a. If f be a nonzero

limit ordinal < a, and if 0^: Cg —»Sg has been defined for we define

^£ by

where Cg e <Ü£ for £<£ and fl^C^ 0.

Let now £ < a and we define <f>g+y Let C e C^; then |S(C, l)| > 2, and

thus there are sets SQ(C, l), S j(C, l) such that

S(C, 1) = S0(C, 1) U S^C, 1),

S0(C, 1) ̂  0, S/C, 1) / 0, and
S0(c, l) n Sj(c, l) = 0.

Let Ec 0 and Ec l be the two immediate successors of 0(C) in     +1« We

define 0^+1 by the conditions

0£+1 [S0(C l)] = \EC o\, and

0f+1 [S^C. l)] = {Ec'1j.
Finally, we let 0 =      <a 0^: C —» 6. It is clear that 0 satisfies the following

conditions:

0[C ̂ ] = &g for f < a, and

if C, D e (2 and CCD then 0(C) C 0(D).

We define /: X —» (2a)a by the condition

1/0>)I = fl 10(C): C e <£ and p e CI for p e C

and we verify the following statements.

(i) / is well defined. Indeed if p € C then {C € C: p € C) is a (well-ordered)

chain of C and hence |0(C): C e C and p e C} is a chain of &; further,

{C e &.p e C\n(Zg^ 0 and hence {0(C): C e C and p e C} n 6^ ^ 0 for

C < a. Hence fi{0(C): C £ C and f € Cl consists of a single element of (2a)a,

i.e., / is well defined.

(ii) / is an onto function. Let q e (2a)a. We define a family {C^: f < a}

such that

C^ € (£? for f < a,

}C^:    < a} is a chain in C, and

? e 0(C^) for f < a.
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We proceed recursively. Let CQ = X. If f is a nonzero limit ordinal < a we set

C^ = Cg. Let now f < a and we define C^+y Since q £ <f>{Cg) £ fbg

and q £ tot a unique E^+1 e we have that E      C <ß{Cg). The

properties of 0 imply that there is C^+j e such that 0(C^+1) = E^+1

and CCi, This completes the recursive definition. We define p £ X by

the rule \p \ = n^<a C^. It is clear that f(p) = 9.

(iii) / is continuous. Let p £ X, £ £ 6, and f ip) £ E. We must prove that

there is C e (? such that p £ C and /[C] C E. Let £ < a be such that £ e S|

and there is C e ^ such that 0(C) = E. We claim that /[C]C 0(C). Indeed let

p £ C. Then \f{p)\ = Dl<£(D): D £ £ and f eD|C 0(C).

The proof of the lemma is complete.

2.3. Theorem. Let a. be an infinite regular cardinal. Let X be a P a-space

without isolated elements and with an o^subbase Ö such that

\d\ < 2*
X is d-compact,

a-Uf^ and
&g is an open partition of X for £ < a.

(a) // a is not a weakly compact cardinal, then X is homeomorphic to (2a)a.

(b) // a is a weakly compact cardinal, then X is homeomorphic to (2a)a if

and only if        < a for £; < a.

Proof. From Lemma 2.2 there is a base £ for the topology of X such that

(i) X is C-compact,

(ii) C is a ramification system of order a with respect to reverse set

inclusion,

(iii) the set        of elements of C of order f is an open partition of X of

cardinality at most 2& for £ < a, and

av) eg ~ \<s e g for limit ordinals f < a.

We note that from (ii) and (iii) (or from (iv)) we have £Q = jXj; and from (ii)

every element of C has at least two immediate successors. The (additional) fact

(not given by Lemma 2.2) that        < 2& for f < a follows from the method of

proof of Lemma 2.2, using the equality (2&)'& = 2® which (as noted in § 1) holds

for infinite regular cardinals a. We note, as a consequence, that if C £ C and

ji < a then 2^ < |S(C, rj)\ < 201. We set

aCtß = |S(C, ß)\ iotß<a.

Proof of (a). We define a base 58 for the topology of X such that

See,
38 satisfies conditions (i), (ii), (iv), and
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(v) if B e SB then 3 has exactly 2* immediate successors (in the system 35).

We proceed recursively. Let 35 Q = {X|. If f is a nonzero limit ordinal < a

we set 35^ = 25 £. Let now £< a and we define 35 ̂  +1. It is clear from the

recursive assumptions that |35^| = 20, if £ > 0. There are two (partially overlapping)

cases to consider.

Case 1. ct is not strongly inaccessible. Thus there is a cardinal ß < et such

that ot< 2^. Then a < 2^< aß ^ < 2Ä for 3 e 35^. Let <f>B>/8 be a function of

ctß ^ onto ct and let jCß ^ ;: i < ctß     be a well-ordering of S(B, /3) for B e 35^.

We define

+ 1 =UlS(CBfA., ̂Biy8(0):B       and : < agJ.

It is easy to verify that 35 ̂+1 satisfies the recursive conditions.

Case 2. ct = a& and ct is not a weakly compact cardinal. Thus the space

(2a)a is not a-compact. Since, according to Lemma 2.2, (2a)a is the continuous

image of X, it follows that X is not a-compact. In fact every nonempty open-and-

closed subset of X is easily seen to satisfy the conditions of the theorem, and

hence the conditions of Lemma 2.2, and in particular if C e £ then C is not

ct-compact. Since £ is a base for the topology of X, for every C £ £ there is an

open cover Vic of C such that

1icce, and
no subcover of 11c has cardinality less than a.

Since a = a."* we have |UC| = ct. We define

öc = |ß£ Uc: there is no 3' £ Ilc such that Biß'},

and we prove that Cc is an open partition of C. Indeed let p £ C\ since £ is a

ramification system under reverse inclusion the family {3 £ Uc: p £ B\ is a well-

ordered chain in £  and thus there is a least element 3 Q of this family. It is

clear that BQ £ Cc and thus Gc is a cover of C. Further if B, 3* £ öc and

B ^ B' then the inclusions B C 3' and 3' C B both fail (from the definition of

0C) and thus 3 n B' = 0.

We note, since öc is a subcover of Hc, that |DC| = a. We define

35f + 1=U10B:Be35^}.

It is clear that     + 1 satisfies the recursive conditions.

The recursive definition of the family |35^: f < a} is now complete in both

cases. We set 35 = U^<a 35^.

It follows easily from Lemma 2.1 that any two spaces X and V with bases

35 and 3), respectively, satisfying (the analogues of) conditions (i), (ii), (iii) and
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(iv) are homeomorphic. The space (2a)a clearly satisfies the conditions of the

present theorem. Thus x is homeomorphic to (2a)a. The proof of part (a) is

complete.

Proof of (b). Assume that \dg\ - a for some £ < a. Then x has an open

partition of x of cardinality a and clearly it is not a-compact. Thus x is not

homeomorphic to the a-compact space (2a)a-.

For the converse implication assume that |ö^| < a for f < a.

If a = a then x is a totally disconnected space without isolated elements

and with a countable base for its topology. In addition we note that x is compact;

this is a consequence of the fact that x is C-compact, by making use of the class-

ical D. Konig's theorem. Thus x is homeomorphic to the Cantor set 2W (= (2^)^,).

Let now a > &> and let x and x' be two spaces satisfying the conditions of

the theorem. Since a is strongly inaccessible, there are bases <2 and (?' for the

topologies of x and x', respectively, satisfying conditions (i) to (iv) above and

such that        < a and        < a for f < a.

We define bases 38 and SB' for the topologies of x and x*, respectively,

such that

SBcC and 38'cC',
58 and SB' satisfy (the analogues of) conditions (i), (ii), (iv) above, and

ßg\ < a and        < a for £< a,

and a function <£: 58 —>SB' such that

<f> is one-to-one and onto,

$8f] = 8£ for £<a, and

if Bv B j e SB and B„ C B , then <Jj(B0) C <p(B j).

We proceed recursively. Let SBQ = |x}, %'q = {x'|> and 0Q: 38q ~~* 5BJ the

unique mapping. If f is a nonzero limit ordinal < a we set

= ^g<^

38^ = Ag<£ SBg, and

^(fl£<f Bt)= 0f(B£) if B£eS£ for C<£ and B ̂  0.
Let now f < a and we define SB^+1, SB£ + 1, and 0^ + 1- The recursive assump-

tions clearly imply that |SB^| = |5B£| < a. For B e SB^ we set B' = 4>g(B) and we

define recursively ordinals rjB n< a and r)ß#   < a such that

fa.0 = 1>

fß n — ̂ B'n — ̂ B n+l» an<^

2 < |S(B, r,B>„)| < |S(B', 7,B, n)| < |S(B, r,ß n+1)| for « < 6>.

We set

and it is clear that |S(B, rjß)| = |S(S'» rjB)\ < a for B e 35^. We let 0B>£+1 be
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any one-to-one function of £>(B, 7/ß) onto S(ß', 7))ß and we define

SB?+1 = UlS(B, T,ß):ß eJB^,
S8^+1 = UiS(B', lBhB eS^l, and

The recursive definitions are complete. We set

5B' = U^<a SB^, and

0 = U,t<a
It follows from Lemma 2.1 that X and X  are homeomorphic and in particular that

X is homeomorphic to (2a)a.

The proof of the theorem is complete.

3. In this section we examine the ct-Baire category property of (2a)a and the

stability of the class of spaces homeomorphic to (2a)a (or to (aa)a) when taking

intersections of families of at most ot open and dense subsets of (2a)a (Theorem

3.5). As a consequence of the methods developed in §2 (together with Lemma

3.1) we have, for example, that ((2>a')a)a is homeomorphic to (ota)a for all

infinite regular cardinals ct (Theorem 3.2(a)) and that ct is weakly compact if and

only if (2a)a is not homeomorphic to (aa)a (Corollary 3.4).

3.1. Lemma. Let ct be an infinite regular cardinal and let X be a (P a-)

space {without isolated elements) having a base SB for its topology such that

(i) X is SB •compact,

(ii) SB is a ramification system of order ot under reverse set inclusion,

(iii) the set SB ̂ of elements of order £ is an open partition of X of cardin-

ality at most 2® for £ < a,

(iv) SB^ = SBg for limit ordinals £ < a, and

(v) if B € SB then B has at least a immediate successors (with respect to

the partial order of the ramification system 53).

Then X is homeomorphic to (cta)a.

Proof. We define a base £ of X such that C C SB,

C satisfies (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), and

(vi) if C e £ then C has exactly 2& immediate successors (with respect to

the order of the ramification system C).

We proceed recursively. Let CQ = $0 = {X}. If £ is a nonzero limit ordinal

< ct, we set

-

Let now £ < ct and we define Clearly from the recursive assumptions, we
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have \<Zg\ = 2^ for f > 0. For every C €       we have a < |S(C, l)| < 2^. Let

{ßC i: i < |S(C,       be a well-ordering of S(C, l) and let <f>c: |S(C, l)| -» a be

an onto mapping. We define

+ 1 =U{S(BC(I, <£c(i)): C e fitff i< |S(C, 1)|J.

The recursive definition is complete.

It follows easily from Lemma 2.1 that any two spaces X and Y with bases

C and 2), respectively, satisfying (the analogues of) conditions (i), (ii), (iii), (iv),

and (vi) are homeomorphic.

The space (a<l)a has a canonical base 6' for its topology satisfying condi-

tions (i) to (v) of the present lemma, and in fact

the set &g of elements of order £ has cardinality aJ^ for £ < ct, and

if E e Sf then E has exactly ct immediate successors.

In fact let E'(s) = {t e a": *|£ = sj for s e af and set

6£ = \E'(s): s € a*\ for f < a, and

This completes the proof of the lemma.

3.2. Theorem. Let ct be an infinite regular cardinal.

(a) If a < ßg < 2s" for £ < ct then the space (ILr<a ßg)a is homeomorphic

to (aa)a.

In particular, if a < ß < 2& then (ßa)a is homeomorphic to (cta)a; thus

({2&')a)a is homeomorphic to (&a)a.

(b) // 2 < ßg < a for £ < a then the space (II^<a ßg)a is homeomorphic

to (2a)a.

In particular, if 2 < ß < et, then (ßa)a is homeomorphic to (2a)a.

(c) // ct is not weakly compact and if 2 < ßg < 2s* for f < ct then the space

(Il^<a ßg)a is homeomorphic to (2a)a {and also to (cta)a).

(d) If 1 < ßg < a /or £.< a tien iie space (n^<a 2^)a is homeomorphic

to (2a)a.

/« particular, if 1 <ß< a then ((2^)a)a is homeomorphic to (2a)a.

Proof, (a) follows from Lemma 3.1.

(b) follows from Theorem 2.3 (a) and (b).

(c) follows from Theorem 2.3 (a).

(d) If 2^ < ct for f < ct, then the statement follows from part (b).

If 2^ > ct for some £ < ot then ct is not strongly inaccessible, in particular,

a is not weakly compact and 2^ < 2s* for      ct. This case follows then from

part (c).
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3.3. Corollary. Let a be an infinite regular cardinal. The following state-

ments are equivalent.

(a) a = 2*.

(b) // ß > a then (2°)a is not homeomorphic to (/3a)a.

(c) If ß> a then (aa)a is not homeomorphic to (/3a)a.

Proof, (a) —» (b). Assume a = 2s" and /3 > a. Then it is clear that (2a)a

is a+-compact and hence /3-compact, while (ßa)a is not /3-compact. Alternatively

we note that the Souslin number of (2a)0 is at most <*+ (Theorem 2.3 of [5]),

while the Souslin number of (ßa)a is obviously at least /S+.

(b) —»(a). If a < 2® then there is ß < a such that 2^ > a. By Theorem

3.2 (d) we have ((2^)a)a is homeomorphic to (2a)a.

(a) —» (c). Assume a. = 2s" and ß > a. Then we have a = cC3* hence that

(aa)a is a -compact and thus /S-compact, while (ßa)a is not /3-compact. Alter-

natively we note that S((aa)a) < a+ (Theorem 2.3 of [5]), while S((/3a)a) > /3+.

(c) —> (a) follows from Theorem 3.2 (a).

3.4. Corollary. Let a be an infinite regular cardinal. Then a is weakly

compact if and only if (2a)a is not homeomorphic to (a<1)a»

Proof. If (a0)a is homeomorphic to (2°)a then (2a)a is not a-compact and

hence a is not weakly compact. Conversely if o. is not weakly compact the

statement follows from Theorem 2.3 (a).

A space X is said to have the o^Baire category property if the intersection

of a family of at most a open and dense subsets of X is dense.

Part (a) of Theorem 3.5 below is due to Sikorski (Theorem (xv), §4 of [30])

and it is included here for completeness. Part (c) of Theorem 3.5 is proved in

Kuratowski [18] for Cl = <u and attributed there to Mazurkiewicz.

The following notation will be used below. If 58 is a family of open nonempty

subsets of X and G is a dense subset of X we set

58 rG = iB O G: B eSi.

3.5. Theorem. Let a be an infinite regular cardinal.

(a) The space (2a)a has the a-Baire category property.

(b) // a. is not weakly compact, the intersection of any family of at most a

open and dense subsets of (2a)a is homeomorphic to (2a)a.

(c) The intersection G of any family of at most a. open subsets of (2a)a

such that G and (2a)a\G are both dense in (2a)a is homeomorphic to (aa)a.

Proof, (a) Let G = ^^<a G^, where G^ is open and dense in (2a)a for

£ < a. It suffices to prove that E O G £ 0 for all E e &, where & denotes
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the canonical base of (2a)a. We define a family \E g: f < a} such that

E0 = E,

Eg e 6 for £ < ct,

E|+1C£^nG^ for £ < a, and

E^ = E £ for nonzero limit ordinals f < ct.

We proceed recursively. We define Eg = E; if £ is a nonzero limit ordinal

< ct we set Eg = E g. The properties of the canonical base & imply that

Eg e 6. Let now f < ct and we define E^+J. Since Eg e & and E^ is open

and nonempty and Gg is open and dense in (2a)a, it follows that E gC\ G g is

open and nonempty. The fact that § is a base implies that there is Eg+l £ &

such that Eg+1 C Eg HGg. This completes the recursive definition. Since

(2a)a is ^-compact, we have

0 £ fl Eg = n E ..CE n C\Gc = E C\G.

(b) Let G = fi^<a G^, where {G^: f < ctj is a family of open and dense sub-

sets of (2a)a. With no loss of generality, because of part (a), we assume in

addition that G g C G g for £ < t; < ct.

We define families 53^ for £ < Ct such that

®f C ^sC<a and

53^ is an open partition of Gg.

Let 11^ be an open cover of Gg such that 11 ̂ C U^sg<a ßg. • Let 53 ̂ =

{E e Mg-. there is no E* £ Ii^ such that EQe'K We prove that 53 ̂ is an open

partition of Gg for f < ct. Indeed let p £ G^; since 6 is a ramification system

under reverse inclusion, the family {E £ II ^: p £ E\ is a well-ordered chain in

6 and thus there is a least element EQ of this family. It is clear that EQ £ 53g

and thus 53 ̂ is a cover of Gg. Further if E, E* £ 53 ̂ and E £ E' then the

inclusions E C E* and E* C E both fail (from the definition of 53^) and thus

E DE' = 0.

We set 53 = U^<a (53^ T G) and we prove that 53 satisfies the conditions of

Theorem 2.3 (a). It suffices to verify the following statements.

(i) 53 is a base for the topology of G.  Let p £ G and let U be a neighbor-

hood of p in (2a)a. There are f < a and E e &g such that p £ E C U. Let B^

be the unique element of 53^ such that p e B g. Since 53 ̂ C U^s

follows that 8 g CE.

(ii) G is %-compact. Indeed let £ be a subfamily of 53 with the finite inter-

section property. Let ß = |C| and let \C.: i < ß\ be a well-ordering of C such

that C. £ C. if i <; < /S. Thus C. = B . n G where B. £ U*sa 53 ̂ C & for

i < /3; then {B .: : < /31 has the finite intersection property and hence

C\i<ßBi ^ 0. There are two possibilities to consider.
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Case 1. ß<a. Then O.^B. is open and nonempty and C\.^ßC{ =

fl .<ß B.nct 0.
Case 2. ß = a. Then B. e SB^ {i) for some &i) < a and |{£U): i < ß\\ = a

and hence the set i^z): i < ß} is cofinal in a. It follows that D. »ß.C

**i<ß Gf(i) = '\<a Gf = G and thus a«ain "i<ßCi = n,,3 ß,- ^ &■

The proof of part (b) is complete.

(c) Let G = Df<a Gg, where \Gg: f < a] is a family of open and dense sub-

sets of (2a)a and (2a)a\G is dense in (2a)a. With no loss of generality,

because of part (a), we assume in addition that Gg C G £ for £ < £ < a.

We define sets H ̂  and families SB^ for f < a such that

(i) ff0=C0 and SB0 = {G0j;

(ii) H g is open and dense in (2a) a for f < <X;

(iii) HgCHt for £<f <a;

(iv) //^ = fl^ //5 for nonzero limit ordinals £ < a;

(v) GCHi+l CGS for £<a;

(vi) SfCU^^aSt6» 0<f<a;
(vii) SB^ is an open partition of H g for £ < a;

(viii) SBg r«tf ■< SB, for C< f <
(be) SB^ = A£<^ (SB g r Hg) for nonzero limit ordinals £ < a; and

(x) if B e SB j and £ < f < a then H      B is a proper subset of B.

We proceed recursively. We let HQ and SBQ be defined by (i).

If tf is a nonzero limit ordinal < o. we define Hg and SB^r by (iv) and (ix),

respectively. We verify the (relevant) recursive conditions for      For condition

(ii) we note that H ̂  is open because X is a P a-space, and H g is dense by

part (a); (iii) is obvious; for (vi) let B e S^. Then B = H£<^ (B £ <~» W^) where

B £ e SB g and thus B £ e U £S7)<a 6^ for 0 < £< £. We note that

B-tn ®tnHf)-tnfB£nH,

■ Aß?n A=A<ß? ° Ho = AB? •
and hence, since the nonempty decreasing intersection of a family of less than a.

elements of the canonical base & is in &, we have that B e S; it is clear that

in fact B e U^r$£<a £>£. Condition (vii) follows from the fact that X is a

Pa-space; (viii) is clear; and for (x) we note that if B e 5B^ and £< £ < a. then

the recursive assumptions imply that B (~) H g CB O H £+1 £ B.

Let £ < a. and we define H      and SB^+1. We note that G^n H ̂  is open

and dense in (2a)a and contains G. Because (2a)a\G is dense in (2a)a it

follows that for B e SB^ f (G^ n //^) there is fB such that
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£ < f B < a, and

BOGgB is a proper subset of B.

We define

Hi + 1 =UJß ° Gf : BeSf r (G^

Let XI+1 be an open cover of     + 1 such that

C ^<5<o ^£ and

We define

+ 1 = {E eH^ + 1: there is no E'eU^+ 1 such that E S E'|.

The only condition that requires verification is (vii) and this is proved as the

corresponding statement in part (b); the details are omitted. This completes the

recursive definitions.

We define 35 = Uj*<a (35 ̂ t G). As in part (b), we prove that

33 is a base of G, and

G is 35-compact.

Further we prove that if f < ct and C e 33^ t G then C has /easf ct immediate

successors in 35f G. Indeed C = B C\ G for a unique B £ 35^-; by (x) the set

# £+1 ^ B is a proper subset of B. Because n B is open and dense in

B, and 35^+1 is an open partition of Hrefining 35^ I"Hg+1 it follows that

|föe$£ + 1:DCH£+1f)B||>a.

Indeed otherwise since X is a Pa-space, the set

would be a closed subset of B, contradicting the fact that it is a proper and

dense subset of B.

Then D n C ^ 0 for D e 55^+1 with D CW?+1 n B because D is open and

nonempty and C is dense in H^-+1 O B (since G is dense in (2a)0). Thus C

has at least ct immediate successors in 35^+1 C G.

The conditions of Lemma 3.1 are satisfied proving that G is homeomorphic

to (aa)a.

The proof of the theorem is complete.

We remark that the assumption on the nonweak compactness of the cardinal

ct in Theorem 3.5 (b) is essential; it is clear that the statement fails for Ct = o)

(and in fact for every weakly compact cardinal ct).

4. Applications. The results of §§2—3 (especially Theorems 2.3 and 3.5)

will be used now in a large number of cases. The main application of Theorem

2.3 is Theorem 4.1 below which, for any infinite regular cardinal ot, gives
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sufficient (and necessary if a = a**) conditions on a compact space X in terms of

the weight and local weights of X in order that Xais homeomorphic to (2°)a.

The principal corollaries to Theorem 4.1 are contained in the statements of Theorem

4.8 (if cl is any cardinal such that a* = 2a then (l/(<x))a+ is homeomorphic to

(2(a ))a+)and Theorem 4.15 (= Corollary 3.3 of [4]) (if (0=2   and X is a non-

compact locally compact realcompact space such that |C(X)| < 2a then (ßx\x)^+

is homeomorphic to (2^    +)• These identifications open the way to applications

of the Baire category type of theorem (3.5) to the spaces ((/(a))a+ and (ßX\X)^+

involving good, Rudin-Keisler minimal ultrafilters on cl and P-points, remote

points of ßx\X.

The applications of Theorem 2.3 and its corollary 4.8 are limited to the

systematic use of the Baire category property of these spaces. However, the spaces

(2a)a and (a<I)a form the higher cardinal analogues of the Cantor set and the

space of irrationals respectively and thus they serve as the fundamental spaces

for the analogues to higher cardinalities of a large part of the classical descrip-

tive set theory (sometimes depending on the size of the cardinal cl). We do not

know if, but consider it quite possible that, these higher cardinality analogues of

the classical descriptive set theory when used in the corresponding spaces of

ultrafilters can produce similarly useful results.

The following result has been proved for cl = o* = 2a in Theorem 3.2 of [4].

4.1. Theorem. Let a be an infinite regular cardinal and let X be a compact

(and totally disconnected if a = a>) space.

If X is such that

(a) the weight of X is (at most) cl, and

(b) the local weight of every element of X is (at least) cl

then Xa is homeomorphic to (2a)a. Conversely, if a = a® and Xa is homeo-

morphic to (2a)a then X satisfies conditions (a) and (b).

Proof. If cl = a we let JB^: n < tu] be a base for X consisting of open-and-

closed sets and we set S = {B , X\ß { for n < a> and (J = U ^, Ö . . We note

that l"„l < 2 < <u for n < a>.

If a > <a we let {B ̂ : £ < cl] be a family of zero-sets of X such that

jlnt B gl f < aj is a base of X (where Int B^ denotes the interior of B ̂  in X).

We have used the standard fact that every base of X contains a subfamily which

is a base of X itself and of cardinality if(X). It is clear that {B^: £ < cl\ is an

a-subbase for Xa. For f < a let f g be a continuous real-valued function defined

on X such that B ̂  - \x e X: fg(x) = 0}. We set

6* = Ufdt)): t in the image of /-}
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for f < ct, and fl = U^<a fl^. Then fl consists of open-and-closed subsets of

Xa (since a zero-set is closed in X and thus in Xa, and is a Gj-set in X and

thus an open set in X 0). Further flp is an open partition of Xa and |fl-| <

2<a< 2^ for £< a. Since {3f: f < a} cfl then fl is an a-subbase of Xa. By

condition (b) Xa is a Pa-space without isolated elements. Since X is a compact

and fl consists of closed nonempty subsets of X, it follows that Xa is fl-compact.

If ct is not weakly compact then        < 2"a' for f < a and by Theorem 2.3

(a) the space X a is homeomorphic to (2a)a. If a is weakly compact, then either

ot = <u in which case        < w for £ < a, or a > tu in which case \dg\ < 2<a< a

for f < ct. It follows from Theorem 2.3 (b) that Xa is homeomorphic to (2a)a.

For the (partial) converse assume that X is compact (and totally disconnected

if ct = tu), that et = aß' and that X0 is homeomorphic to (2a)0. It is clear that

X satisfies condition (b). Condition (a) will follow from the existence of an

embedding of X into the power space [0, l]a, since then we will have w(X) <

tfl([0, l]a) = a. The statement is trivial if et = tu and thus we assume ot > o>.

Let <ß: {2a)a ~* Xa be a homeomorphism. If B € <f>[$] where w denotes,

as usual, the canonical base of (2a)a then

B = U B.  and   B. =   fl  Z..  for i e Ia,
ie,B 1 1    1"B.i " B

where

Z.. is a zero-set of X for i e 1B and / e / Bif,

|/B<;| < a for i e I, and

l'Bl<*.
We define

(! = {Z..: i e /B, / e /B i, and B e <£[£]}.

Then we have

|fl| = a,

fl is a family of zero-sets of X, and

if p, q e X and p ^ q then there are ZQ, Zj e fl such that ZQ n Zj = 0

and p e Z^ q e Zj.

Indeed the first two properties are obvious; to prove the third property let

p, q e X and p ^ q. There are BQ, B j e such that peBffqeB1 and

Bn Pi B, = 0. Then there are indices i„ e /„   and z', e / „   such that p e B.

and ff e Bf . The compactness of X implies that there are n, m <a and indices

'0,0'•••''<),» e/ß0.i0 ^'LO7'l.« €/Blfii suchthat

(Z.   n-nz.   )n(z.   n —nz. )=0,
'CO '0,n '1,0

establishing the third of the properties.
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For every pair Z^ Zj e ß such that ZQ n Zj = 0 there is a continuous

function /Zq z^ defined on X with values in the interval [0, l] such that

fzQ Zi = Q on      and ^Zq Zi = * on       ^us family

S = {/z0.Zl: Z0' Zx £ Ö and ZonZ1=0}

is a family of continuous functions from X to [0, l] such that |S| = a and S

separates elements of X. The embedding lemma (cf. Kelley [16]) and the compact-

ness of X imply the existence of an embedding of X into [0, l]a. The proof of

the theorem is complete.

We do not know if condition (a) of the above theorem can be replaced by the

weaker condition.

(a') w(X) < 2*

(it being understood that condition (b) is sharpened to the condition that every

element of X has local weight exactly cl).

4.2. Corollary, (a) // a = a* then A(a)a is homeomorphic to (2a)a.

(b) Pj.Moy)) = Pa(2a) = 2a.

(c) // a= a1&><a then Pa(A(a)) is homeomorphic to (aa)a.

Proof, (a) follows directly from Theorem 4.1, while (b) follows from the fact

that A(<d) = 2a. To prove (c) we note, by part (a) that A(a)a is homeomorphic to

(2a)a and that

Pa(A(a)) = A(a)a\set of non-Pa-points of A(a).

It is well known that if p e A(a) is a non-Pa-point of A(a) then p is eventually

constant (as a function on cl to 2)« Hence the set of non-Pa-points of A(a) is of

cardinality 2^<a 2^1 = 2^= a. For every non-Pa-point p, the set A(a)

is open in A(a)a and it is dense in A(a)a, since the local weight at any element

of A(a) is a. Furthermore, the set A(a)(^lPa(A(a)) is dense in A(a)a, because

the intersection of a family of less than cl open subsets of A(a) contains an

open interval of A(a) and hence non-Pa-points. Thus from Theorem 3.5 (c),

Pa(A(a)) is homeomorphic to (aa)a»

If a =      then (according to the results and definitions given in [ll], [12],

[22]) there is a (unique) ct-homeogeneous-universal Boolean algebra of cardinality

a, whose Stone space we denote by S{a). The space S{a) has the a-Baire

category property and P a(S(a)) is the intersection of a family of cl open and

dense subsets of S(a) (Theorem 3.5 of [23]). The following corollary is a more

careful statement of the results given without proof in Theorem 3.8 of [23].
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4.3. Corollary, (a) // a = a® then (S(a))a is bomeomorpbic to (2a)a.

(b) Pj.S{o)) = Pj2*) = 2(,>.

(c) // a= a1&><i) then Pa(5(a)) is bomeomorpbic to (aa)a.

Proof, (a) The space 5(a) is compact, totally disconnected of weight a

and of local weight a at each of its elements (cf. Theorem 1.7 of [23]).

(b) We note that S(a>) is (homeomorphic to) 2eo.

(c) By part (a) the space (5(a))a is homeomorphic to (2a)a.

We note that the identity function (5(a)) a —* 5(a) is a homeomorphism when it is

restricted to the subspace Pa(5(a)). Furthermore (5(a))£^Pa(s(a)) is dense in

(5(a)) a and P a{S(a)) is the intersection of (at most) a open subsets of 5(a)

(and hence of (5(a))a), each of which is dense in 5(a), and in fact in (5(a)) a.

Indeed

Pa(5(a)) =ni5(a)\ßd U: U a subset of 5(a) equal to

the union of < a open-and-closed subsets of 5(a)}

(where Bd U denotes the boundary of U). The result now follows from Theorem

3.5 (c).

Our aim is to prove Theorem 4.8. The auxiliary results 4.4 to 4.7 are known

and their statements and some of the proofs are included here for completeness.

We also need some notation and definitions, as given below.

We denote by ßX the Stone-Cech compactification of a space X. If /: X —» Y

is a continuous function we denote by / : ßX —* ßY the unique continuous Stone

extension of / to ßX. If a is a cardinal number then j8(a) is the set of ultra-

filters on a with the Stone topology (considered as the Stone space of the Boolean

algebra ^(a)).   If 3" C !P(a) we say that 3" has the uniform finite intersection

property if |AQ n • • • n AJ = a for n < a and Afc e 3" for k < n. An ultrafilter

p on a is uniform if |A | = a for A e p. The set of uniform ultrafilters on a

(considered as a subspace of /3(a)) is denoted by U{a). If A e iP(a) we set

A = cl^a) A O U(a) (where cl^aj A denotes the closure of A in |8(a)).

Two ultrafilters p, q on a are isomorphic (denoted p « q) if there is a

permutation it of a (i.e., a one-to-one function of a onto a) such that nip) = q;

the equivalence classes under (ultrafilter) isomorphism are the types of /3(a)

(which is denoted T(/3(a))) and the quotient equivalence function is denoted

r: /3(a) —»T(/S(a)). The Rudin-Keisler partial preorder ^ on /3(a) is the binary

relation on /3(a) defined by: p < q if an only if there is / € aa such that

/ (q) = p.  Because p = q if p ■< q and q ^ p, the resulting Rüdin-Keisler order

is defined on T(j8(a)) (cf. [3], [28], [17]). A uniform ultrafilter p on a is uni-

formly selective if for every / e aa there is A e p such that either /|A is one-

to-one or |/[A]| < a. It is easy to see that p e U{a) has minimal type in

r[(/(a)] if and only if p is uniformly selective. We denote by RK(a) the set of
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p e U(a) such that Hp) is minimal in r[U(a)] (in the Rudin-Keisler order).

The following lemma, involving a: diagonal argument, is a slight generalization

of Lemma 3.2 in [24].

4.4. Lemma. Let a be an infinite cardinal, let 'S be a family of subsets of

a of cardinality at most a, and having the uniform finite intersection property, and

let d = \dg £< aj be a partition of a. Then there is a subset F of a such that

? U {Fl has the uniform finite intersection property, and

|{£<a: \F nd^ > lj| < a.

Proof. With no loss of generality, we assume that 3" is closed under finite

intersections. Let {E^:      aj be a well-ordering of      There are two cases

to consider.

Case 1. There is f < a, such that |{£< a: \E g n d^\ > lj| < a; we then set

Case 2. |{£ < a: \Eg n d^\ > l)\ = a for every f < a. We let

= {£<a: \Eg n</?| > l\,

and thus |A^| = a for £< a. By Lemma 4A of [13], there is a family {B ̂ : f < aj

of subsets of a such that BgCAg, \Bg\ = a, and B^ n B^ = 0 for £ < t/ < a.

We choose p^ £ e E^ n     for £ e B^ , £ < a, and we set F = \pg g £ e B^,

£< aj. Then.'E^ n F = {p^ £: £ e B^j, so |E^ n F| = a for f < a. Further,

if £< a and £ 4 Ug<a Bg> then F ^d^ = 0; if £< a and £ e B^ for some

(unique) £ < a, then Fnij = {^ rj« Thus, in this case |F n </ g| < 1 for all

£<a.

4.5. Corollary (Theorem 8.3 in Blass [2]). Let a be an infinite cardinal, let

f e aa and set

Dj = \J\A:A e fP(a) and either f\A is one-to-one or |/[A]| < aj.

Then Dy z's an open and dense subset of (U(a))a+-.

Proof. Clearly Dy is open in l/(a), hence in (t/(a))^+. That     is a dense

subset of (U(a)) + is a direct consequence of Lemma 4.4.

Let a, ß be cardinals, let 0, iff be functions on 5* J/3) into fP(a), and let

p be an ultrafilter on a. We require the following definitions:

0 is monotone if 0(F) C 0(G) for F, G e 9 J.ß) and G C F;

0 is multiplicative if 0(F U G) = 0(F) n 0(G) for F, G e fPj(/3);

0 < 0 if 0(F) C 0(F) for F 6 ? Jß).
An ultrafilter p is a+-good if for every monotone function 0: 3* J[a) —» p

there is a multiplicative function 0: ^(a) —» pt such that 0 < 0. (Here we con-

sider that p C !P(a).)
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These definitions and the next lemma are due to Keisler [13]*

4.6. Lemma (Lemma 4C in Keisler 1131)• Lei a be an infinite cardinal, let

3" be a family of subsets of a of cardinality at most a, and let <f> be a monotone

function from 9 j(a) into 9(a), such that

3' U <f>[9 J.a)] has the uniform finite intersection property.

Then there is a function ifr: 3* Jot) —• 9(a) such that

iff is multiplicative, and

3" U x//[9 J.a.)] has the uniform finite intersection property.

If <j>: 9 J.a) —* 9(a) is a monotone function, we set

(^=niÄ:FeS>£U(ct)l

(where A denotes cl^A nil(a) for A e 9(a)).

4.7. Corollary (Theorem 8.1 in Blass [2]). Let ot be an infinite cardinal, let

<p": 9 J.a) —» 9(a) be a monotone function, and set

Ei> = (W(a))J\U(f>)

iff is a multiplicative function, iff. 9^(0.) —» 9(a), and ifr < <f>\.

Then E ^ is an open and dense subset of (U(a))^.

Proof. Each is dense in (l/(ct)) because it is equal to the intersection

of at most ot open-and-closed subsets of U(a); hence E ^ is open in (U(a)) +.

To prove that E^ is dense in (U(a)) ^ let \V fi: £ < a\ be a family of open-

and-closed subsets of U(a), such that V = C\g<a Vg £ 0, and we are to prove

that Let Ap e 9(a) be such that ÄA = Vg for £< a. Then the

family 3" = \A    g < a\ is a family of subsets of ot of cardinality at most ot and

with the uniform finite intersection property. There are two possibilities to consider.

Case 1. 3" U <f>ffi J.a)] has the uniform finite intersection property.

By Lemma 4.6, there is a multiplicative function iff: 9 J.a) ~* 9(a) such that

iff < <f> and 3" u $[9 J,ol)] has the uniform finite intersection property. Thus

0+vnu^cvnE^.

Case 2. 3= U <f>[9 Ja)] does not have the uniform finite intersection property.

Thus V n      = 0 and V C «/(a))a+\l/0 C E0.

As a consequence of Theorems 3.5 (a) and 4.8 (b) if a+ = 2a then (U(a)) .

has the a+-Baire category property. This has been proved directly by Blass in

[2]. The existence of a'''.good ultrafilters on a was first proved by Keisler in

[l3] assuming a+ = 2a, and by Kunen [17] in general. The existence of a -good
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ultrafilters on a which in addition are P(a)-points was proved in [24], assuming

a* = 2°. A slight modification of this argument yields the existence of a+-good

and uniformly selective ultrafilters on a, assuming a+ = 2a. A Baire category

type of proof on the existence of a+-good and uniformly selective ultrafilters on

a, still assuming a+ = 2a, was first given by Blass in [2]. The following result,

one of the principal applications of the methods developed in §§2—3, provides a

topological description of these spaces of ultrafilters in the F^+-topology and

assuming a+=2a.

4.8. Theorem. Let a be an infinite cardinal.

(a) '/ 2a is a regular cardinal and no uniform ultrafilter on a has a filter

base of cardinality less than 2a, then

(f(a)) a W homeomorphic to (2(2 *) .
2 2

(b)// a+=2a, then each of the spaces U/(a)) ., (RK(a)) (G(a)) .

(RK(a) r\G{a)) + is homeomorphic to (2(a 0 +.

Proof, (a) is a direct application of Theorem 4.1 for the cardinal 2a.

(b) The statement about (l/(a))^+ follows from part (a), since a is regular,

and no uniform ultrafilter on a has a filter base of cardinality at most ct.

We verify that

(i) (RK(a))a+= HID,: / e aa), and

(ii) (G(a))a+= DlE^ monotone function, 0: 9 Ja) —»fP(a)] where the

sets Di, Eq are defined in Corollaries 4.5, 4.7, respectively.

To prove (i), let p be a uniform ultrafilter on a, whose type is Rudin-Keisler

minimal in r[l/(a)], and let f e aa. Then there is A e p such that either f\A

is one-to-one or \f[A]\ < a; hence p e A C Df. Conversely, let p e D(D/: / e aa|

and let / € aa. Since p e D., then p e A, i.e., A £ p, for some A e !P(a) such

that either f\A is one-to-one or |/[A]| < a; hence, the type of p is Rudin-Keisler

minimal in r[t/(a)].

To prove (ii), let p e (G(a)) + and let 0 be a monotone function, <f>:

!P Ja) — 9(a). If <f>(F) 4 p for some F e SP Ja), then a\0(F) e p. and hence

pe(U(a)) +\0(F)C£..
a v

If 0(F) e p lot F e 9 Ja), then, because p is a a+-good^there is a multiplica-

tive function 0: !Pja) such that 0 < 0. Then p 6 0(F) for F e 9 Ja),

i.e., p e U^CEp  Thus, in any case, p e E^ for all monotone functions 0.

Conversely, let f £ HlE^: 0 monotone, 0: IP Ja) — 9(a)], and let 0:

9 Ja) —> p be a monotone function. Then p € E^ and also p e U^; hence, there
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is some multiplicative function xfi: ? J^a) —» 9(a) such that iff < <f>, for which

p e Up Then ^(F) e p for F e iP^a), i.e., ^: ^(a) —» p. This proves that

p e (G(a))a+.

The remaining statements of part (b) now follow from the already proved fact

that (U(a))^+ is homeomorphic to (2^a ^a+i together with Theorem 3.5 (b) (since

certainly a* is not weakly compact; alternatively we could prove easily that

Theorem 3.5 (c) can be used), Lemmas 4.5 and 4.7, and the statements (i) and (ii)

just proved.
■I

The proof of the theorem is complete.

We now turn to a number of applications, similar in spirit but topological in

content, concerning subsets of ßX\X for certain spaces X.

We recall that a space is c-compact if it is the union of a sequence of com-

pact sets.

Definitions. A space X is realcompact if for every p e ßX\X there is a

zero-set Z of ßX such that p e Z C ßX\X.

A space X is pseudocompact if every continuous real-valued function defined

on X is bounded.

We denote by C(X) the set of continuous real-valued functions defined on a

space X. If y C X then Y is Cembedded if for / e C(Y) there is g e C(X)

such that / C g.

4.9. Theorem. Let X be a space and consider the following conditions on X.

(a) X is a noncompact a-compact space;

(b) X is a noncompact realcompact space;

(c) X is not pseudocompact;

(d) there is a subset N of X such that N is homeomorphic to <a and is

C-embedded in X;

(e) there is a subset N of X such that N is homeomorphic to a and a

closed C*-embedded subset of X; and

(f) \ßX\X\ > 22<U.

Then (a) -.(b) — (c) - (d) - (e) - (f).

All these implications are proved in [8].

The following simple lemma provides a family of spaces to which Theorem

4.15 below applies.

4.10. Lemma. // X is a o-compact space and w(X) < 2a then \C(X)\ < 2a.

Proof, (a) Assume first that X is a compact space of weight at most 2m.

There is an embedding c of X into [0, l]^2<^. Since X is compact, e[X] is

C-embedded in [0, l](2<U); it is known (cf. [5], [l6]) that the space [0, l](2<^ is

separable (i.e., its density character is <u) and hence clearly |C([0, l]^2<U^)| = 2<u.

Thus
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\ax)\ < |c[o, i]<2">| = 2°>.

We remark that if X ^ 0 then in fact |C(X)| = 2<u.

(b) Let {Kn: n < o>] be a sequence of compact subsets of X whose union is

X. We define a function

<f>: C(X) — II C(K)

by <£(/) = (/|Xn: b < <u). Then 0 is a well-defined one-to-one function, and thus

we have (making use of part (a))

|C(X)|< n<1)|C(Kn)|<(2T=2i'.

For a space X, Z(X) denotes the family of all zero-sets of X. The boundary

Bd Z of Z is the set z\intxZ.

The following (known) fact will be used; its proof is left to the reader.

4.11. Lemma. Let X be a realcompact space. Then

(a) if p e ßX\X then \p\ is not a zero-set of ßX\X;

(b) ßX\X has no isolated elements; and

(c) the local weight of ßx\x at each of its elements is uncountable.

4.12. Theorem (Lemma 3.1 of Fine and Gillman [6]). // X is a locally com-

pact realcompact space and Z is a zero-set of ßX\X then Z = cl^N^ lntßx\x ^"

Using Theorem 4.12 and imitating the usual proof of Baire's category theorem

the following result is obtained.

4.13. Corollary. // X is a locally compact and realcompact space then

ßX\X has the a>+-Baire category property.

The following lemma was noted by the second author in 1963 (unpublished);

a more general version is given by Woods [33] (Theorem 2.7).

4.14. Lemma. // X is a locally compact realcompact space and A is a

(closed) nowhere dense subset of X then clßXA\X is nowhere dense in ßX\X.

Proof. Let B = cl^ A\X; thus B is a closed subset of ßX\X. If the interior

of B is nonempty there is a nonempty zero-set ZQ of ßX\X such that ZQ C B.

Because X is locally compact it follows that ßX\X is compact and hence

C-embedded in ßX; thus there is a zero-set Z^ of ßX such that ZQ = Zj H

(ßX\X). If p e ZQ then, since X is realcompact, there is a zero-set Z2 of ßX

such that p £ Z2 C ßx\x.  We define Z = ZQ f~> Z2; thus Z is a nonempty zero-

set of ßX such that Z C B. Let / e C(ßX) be such that Z = {x e ßX: f(x) = Oi
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and /(*) > 0 for x € X. It is easy to see, using 1.20 of [8] that there is a set

N = {p_: n < a] such that

N is homeomorphic to <u,

N is a subset of A C-embedded in X, and

f(pn) > 0 for n < o>,

We choose a compact neighborhood Kn of pn (in X) such that

- /(p„)| < 1/n if p e X^ and n < ö)

\Kn: n < <o\ is locally finite,

K   C\K   = 0 i{ n <m <a>.
n m

Then intv Xn\A £ 0 for « < a), since A is a nowhere dense subset of X. Let

qn e intx X\A for n < o> and 0. = \qn' n < oy\. It is easy to see that Q is

C-embedded in X (cf. 3L.1 in [8]). Thus, using 3B.2 of [8], we have that

cl^xQ n clßX A = 0. Finally we have f(q) = 0 for q € clßx Q\X, in contradic-

tion to the fact that Z C B C cl^ A.

4.15. Theorem. Assume that <u+= 2a and that X is a noncompact locally

compact realcompact space such that |C(X)| < 2&>.  Then each of the spaces

(ßX\X)^ and P +(/3X\X) is homeomorphic to (2(<u+))&)+.

Proof. We note since ßx\x is closed, and thus C-embedded, in ßX that

(*)        t*(/3x\x)< \Z(ßx\x)\ < \Z(ßX)\ < \C(ßX)\ < |C(X)| < 2"= <o*.

To prove that ißx\x) + is homeomorphic to the space (2^     + we make

use of Theorem 4.1. Thus <o+ is regular and ßX\X is compact and it follows

from (*) that w(ßX\X) < <u+; finally if p € ßX\X then the local weight of

ßx\x at p is at least <u   according to Lemma 4.11 (c). The required homeomor-

phism follows.

For the second homeomorphism we note that

P +(/3x\x) = ni/3x\x\ßd Z: Z e Z(ßx\x)\

and that the restriction of the identity function (ßX\X)^+ —♦ ßX\X to P^+(/3X\X)

is a homeomorphism. We make use of Theorem 3.5 (b) and the already established

homeomorphism between (ßx\x)^+ and (2^a 0 +• Since <a   is not weakly com-

pact, and, from (*), we have |Z(j3X\X)| < w+, we only have to verify that

(j8x\x\ßd Z) + is dense in (ßx\x) +   for Z e Z(ßx\x).
0} Ol

The family Z(/3x\x) is a base for the topology of (ßx\x) +, and thus it is

sufficient to verify that
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(ßX\x\Bd Z) n W £ 0   for W e Z(ßx\x) andW^0.

Indeed if this relation fails for some W € Z(ßX\X) then W C Bd Z contradicting

the fact that according to Theorem 4.12, Bd Z is nowhere dense while W has non-

empty interior. The proof of the theorem is complete.

Most of Theorem 4.15 has been proved in [4]; specifically, Corollary 3.3 of

[4] states that (ßX\X) + is homeomorphic to (2^" ') +; and Theorem 3.5 in [4]

states that P^+(ßX\X) is homeomorphic to (2*"    + under certain assumptions

on X which are stronger than those assumed in the statement of the present

Theorem 4.15.

Definition. If X is a space and p e ßx\x then p is a remote point of ßX\X

if p is not in the closure (in ßX) of any discrete subset of X. The set of remote

points of ßx\x is denoted by R(ßX\X).

The existence of remote points of ßR\R, where R is the space of real

numbers, was proved, assuming the continuous hypothesis, by Fine and Gillman

in [7]. A Baire-category type of proof of P ^-points and of remote points of

ßx\x was first provided by the second author of the paper in 1963 [unpublished].

For more information on remote points the reader is referred to [32].

4.16. Theorem. Assume that to = 2a and that X is a noncompact locally

compact separable metric space without isolated elements. Then each of the spaces

(R(ßx\x)) + and R(ßx\x) OP +(ßx\x)
CO CO

is homeomorphic to (2^ ^) +.

Proof. It is clear that X is a-compact and such that |C(X)| < 2a. Thus from

Theorems 4.15 and 4.9 it follows that (ßX\X)^+ is homeomorphic to (2(<u +.

For the first homeomorphism we note that

R(ßx\x) = DißxXxVl^ D: D is a discrete subset of X|.

We make use of Theorem 3.5 (b) and the homeomorphism between (ßx\x) + and

(2(-+)) +. If D is a discrete subset of X then D is countable (since every sub-

space of a separable metric space is separable), and therefore the cardinal of the

family of all discrete subsets of X is at most 2^= w+. Furthermore clx D is

nowhere dense in X; indeed if there is a nonempty open set V of X such that

V C clx D, then V O D is dense in V and since V <~\ D is discrete it is locally

compact and therefore V OD is open in V and hence in X, in contradiction to

the assumption that X does not have isolated elements. It follows from Lemma

4.14 (since X is realcompact as well) that cl^ 0\X is nowhere dense in

ßX\X. We verify that
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(ßx\x\clßxD) +  is dense in (ßx\X) +,
P CO CO

for every discrete set D of X. The family Z(ßx\X) is a base for the topology

of (j8X\X)^+ and thus it is sufficient to verify that

(ßx\x\clßxD) nZjL0   for Z € Z(ßx\x) and Z 4 0.

Indeed if this relation fails for some Z e Z(ßX\X) then Z C cl^ D contradicting

the fact that according to Theorem 4.12, Z has nonempty interior.

The second homeomorphism follows from a combination of the proof of the

second part of Theorem 4.15 and the proof just given; the details are omitted.

Finally we mention that most of Theorems 4.15 and 4.16 can be proved

assuming Martin's axiom instead of the continuum hypothesis. We will not give

here the details of the proofs, which involve techniques similar to those used in

the proofs of Theorems 4.15 and 4.16 together with some arguments similar to those

given in Booth [3]. For information on Martin's axiom and its relation to ultra-

filters on a> the reader is referred to [3]» [20], [3l]»

4.17. Corollary. Assume Martin's axiom.

(a) // X is a locally compact, o-compact, noncompact metric space and

A C j8X\X with \A\<2C> then each of the spaces {ßx\x)2ü}, P2&)(/3x\X)\A,

(RK(cu))2<a is bomeomorpbic to (l^2^^.

(b) // in addition to the properties of X given in (a), X does not have isolated

elements then each of the spaces (R{ßX\X))      R{ßX\X) nP2JßX\X) is

bomeomorpbic to

The following results should be contrasted: if a>+= 2™ then ßc\cj is homeo-

morphic to the Stone space of the 2a,-homogeneous-universal Boolean algebra S{2a)

of cardinality 2a (cf. Parovicenko [26] and Keisler [14]). However, if the

continuum hypothesis fails then ßa>\co is definitely not homeomorphic to 5(2"),

according to a result of Hausdorff [9l(2), even though if Martin's axiom holds as

well, then Corollary 4.17 (a) above implies that (/ScAxu)^ is homeomorphic to

(5(2^)) m (since 2°^= 203 and both spaces are homeomorphic to (2<2a>)) J.
2 2
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